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BACKGROUND: Despite longstanding epidemiologic data on the association between increased serum triglycerides and car-
diovascular events, the exact level at which risk begins to rise is unclear. The Working Group on Uric Acid and Cardiovascular 
Risk of the Italian Society of Hypertension has conceived a protocol aimed at searching for the prognostic cutoff value of 
triglycerides in predicting cardiovascular events in a large regional- based Italian cohort.

METHODS AND RESULTS: Among 14 189 subjects aged 18 to 95 years followed- up for 11.2 (5.3–13.2) years, the prognostic cutoff 
value of triglycerides, able to discriminate combined cardiovascular events, was identified by means of receiver operating 
characteristic curve. The conventional (150 mg/dL) and the prognostic cutoff values of triglycerides were used as independent 
predictors in separate multivariable Cox regression models adjusted for age, sex, body mass index, total and high- density 
lipoprotein cholesterol, serum uric acid, arterial hypertension, diabetes, chronic renal disease, smoking habit, and use of an-
tihypertensive and lipid- lowering drugs. During 139 375 person- years of follow- up, 1601 participants experienced cardiovas-
cular events. Receiver operating characteristic curve showed that 89 mg/dL (95% CI, 75.8–103.3, sensitivity 76.6, specificity 
34.1, P<0.0001) was the prognostic cutoff value for cardiovascular events. Both cutoff values of triglycerides, the conventional 
and the newly identified, were accepted as multivariate predictors in separate Cox analyses, the hazard ratios being 1.211 
(95% CI, 1.063–1.378, P=0.004) and 1.150 (95% CI, 1.021–1.295, P=0.02), respectively.

CONCLUSIONS: Lower (89 mg/dL) than conventional (150 mg/dL) prognostic cutoff value of triglycerides for cardiovascular 
events does exist and is associated with increased cardiovascular risk in an Italian cohort.
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The global burden of dyslipidemia has increased 
over the past 30 years, with elevated plasma low- 
density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol levels being 

the eighth most important risk factor for death in 2019.1 
In high- income countries (mostly in Europe and North 
America), levels of LDL have been in steady decline in 
response to improvements in lifestyle and an increase 
in the use of lipid- lowering drugs.2,3 Based on risk strat-
ification, LDL cholesterol lowering is addressed aggres-
sively by statin and by nonstatin therapies (ezetimibe, 
inhibitors of proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 
9, bempedoic acid, evinacumab, and inclisiran) today.4,5 
Despite reduction in cardiovascular mortality over the 
past 2 decades, the number of deaths remains high and 
a residual risk persists.6 This has compelled an interest 
in individuals with residually elevated triglyceride, who 
have higher concentrations of atherogenic cholesterol 
carried by circulating triglyceride- rich lipoproteins.7–10 It 
became more and more clear that if LDL is well con-
trolled and non- high- density lipoprotein (HDL) choles-
terol is not well controlled, the culprit is triglyceride- rich 
lipoprotein, which is highly atherogenic.9,10

The interest on the association between elevated 
triglycerides and cardiovascular events has fluctuated 

over the past many years, driven by changes in the 
evidence base that suggests that these either cause 
atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease or simply rep-
resent innocent bystanders.8 Mendelian randomization 
studies have provided causal evidence for the role of 
triglyceride- mediated pathways in coronary heart dis-
ease incidence.11 In the large meta- analysis from the 
Emerging Risk Factors Collaboration study, compris-
ing 302 430 people without an initial vascular disease 
compiled from 68 long- term prospective studies of 
Europe and North America, a total of 12 785 cases of 
coronary heart disease were recorded from a total of 
2.79 million person- years of follow- up, showing a haz-
ard ratio (HR) for nonfatal myocardial infarction and 
coronary heart disease death for triglycerides of 1.37 
(95% CI, 1.31–1.42) after adjustment for nonlipid risk 
factors.12 Raposeiras- Roubin et  al showed in a pro-
spective cohort study including 3754 middle- aged in-
dividuals with low to moderate cardiovascular risk that 
triglyceride levels ≥150 mg/dL were associated with 
subclinical atherosclerosis and vascular inflammation, 
even in participants with normal LDL- C levels.13

Despite epidemiologic data demonstrating the as-
sociation between elevations in serum triglycerides 
and cardiovascular disease,14 the exact level at which 
risk begins to increase is unclear. The first lipid guide-
lines for cardiovascular prevention defined elevated tri-
glycerides as >250 mg/dL.15 Since then, clinical trials 
evaluating the impact of triglyceride- lowering therapies 
have used a cutoff around 150 mg/dL.16 Therefore, in 
the recent European Society of Cardiology guidelines, 
the treatment target and goal on cardiovascular pre-
vention indicates the conventional cutoff of 150 mg/dL.4 
However, specific prognostic cutoff value of triglycerides 
around which the rise of incident cardiovascular events 
associated with triglyceride changes appears has not 
been precisely evaluated in a European cohort. The 
Working Group on Uric Acid and Cardiovascular Risk 
of the Italian Society of Hypertension has conceived 
and designed an ad hoc protocol aimed at searching 
for prognostic cutoff values of triglycerides in predict-
ing cardiovascular events in a large regional- based 
Italian cohort of men and women.

METHODS
Database and Study Protocol
The database called URRAH (Uric Acid Right for Heart 
Health) involves data on subjects aged 18 to 95 years 
collected on a regional community basis from all of 
Italy with a median follow- up period of 11.2 years 

CLINICAL PERSPECTIVE

What Is New?
• Evidence indicates that elevated triglyceride 

levels are related to cardiovascular events and 
mortality. However, the exact level at which risk 
begins to increase is unclear.

• In a large cohort of European subjects, a prog-
nostic cutoff value of triglycerides lower (89 mg/
dL) than the conventional one (150 mg/dL) was 
identified.

What Are the Clinical Implications?
• Triglyceride measurement must be considered 

an important part of the routine evaluation to 
manage cardiovascular risk.

• In primary prevention, subjects with triglycer-
ides >89 mg/dL should be carefully observed to 
prevent possible cardiovascular events.

Nonstandard Abbreviations and Acronyms

URRAH Uric Acid Right for Heart Health
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(interquartile range from 5.3–13.2 years) up to July 
31, 2017. The study protocol has been previously ex-
tensively described,17–19 and the Strengthening the 
Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology 
cohort checklist was used to write the article.20 The 
data that support the findings of this study are avail-
able from the corresponding author upon reasonable 
request. In brief, a nationwide Italian database was 
built by collecting data on subjects from representa-
tive cohorts having serum uric acid measurement and 
complete information about several variables, includ-
ing outcomes. In the present analyses, 14 189 subjects 
were considered. For all subjects, a standardized set 
of items was recorded, including demographics; an-
thropometric measures; metabolic parameters; smok-
ing habit; systolic and diastolic arterial blood pressure; 
renal function; history of cardiovascular, renal, and 
brain disease; concomitant treatments; and outcomes. 
Hypertension was defined by the presence of at least 
2 blood pressure recordings ≥140 or ≥90 mm Hg or 
treatment with antihypertensive medications. Diabetes 
was defined if blood glucose was ≥126 mg/dL at fast 
or ≥200 mg/dL 2 hours after 75 g oral glucose load or if 
glycated hemoglobin was ≥48 mmol/mol. Kidney func-
tion was evaluated through estimation of the glomeru-
lar filtration rate, using a standardized serum creatinine 
assay and according to the Chronic Kidney Disease 
Epidemiology Collaboration equation.21 Chronic kidney 
disease was defined for estimated glomerular filtration 
rate values <60 mL/min per 1.73 m2. Procedures for 
taking and preparing blood specimens and labora-
tory analysis were standardized. Blood specimens 
were taken by venipuncture after an overnight fast. 
Specimens were placed in edetic acid tubes in an ice 
bath. Plasma was then separated in a refrigerated cen-
trifuge at 4 °C within 2 hours after collection; separated 
plasma was transferred into cryovials and frozen for 
later measurement of lipid concentration.

Ethics
The study data were collected routinely or ad hoc in 
previously authorized studies. Subjects underwent no 
extra tests or interventions, and there was no impact on 
subjects’ care or outcome. The study was performed 
according to the Declaration of Helsinki for Human 
Research (41st World Medical Assembly, 1990). The 
processing of the patients’ personal data collected 
in this study complies with the European Directive on 
the Privacy of Data. All data to be collected, stored 
and processed are anonymized, and all study- related 
documents are retained in a secure location. No per-
sonal information is stored on local personal comput-
ers. Approval was sought from the Ethical Committee 
of the Coordinating Center at the Division of Internal 
Medicine of the University of Bologna (No. 77/2018/

Oss/AOUBo). Informed consent was obtained from all 
subjects at recruitment.

Outcome
According to the study protocol,18 incident events due 
to acute myocardial infarction, angina pectoris, heart 
failure, stroke, transient ischemic attack, and hyper-
tensive complications were taken into consideration 
during the follow- up (see Table  S1 for International 
Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision (ICD- 10) 
codes). Events were double- checked with hospital and 
physicians’ files.

Statistical Analysis
General Description

The SAS package version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, 
NC) was used for statistical analysis. To calculate the 
sample size for the comparison of the area under re-
ceiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) 
for 20- year follow- up based on the AUC of 0.576 as 
observed in other studies22 with a null hypothesis of 
0.5, we considered α=0.05, power (1- β)=0.80 and a 
ratio of sample sizes in positive/negative groups of 
1:8 (11% of cardiovascular disease [CVD] events). The 
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was used to determine if all 
variables were normally distributed. Continuous vari-
ables were expressed as mean ± SD and compared 
among classes or categories by the analysis of covari-
ance adjusted for proper confounders and followed by 
the Bonferroni’s post hoc test. Categorical variables 
were compared by means of the Pearson χ2 test. The 
null hypothesis was rejected for values of P<0.05.

Preliminary Cox Analysis

Multivariable Cox proportional hazards regression 
models, having all combined cardiovascular events 
(fatal+nonfatal) as dependent variable and adjusted 
for plausible confounders (age, sex, body mass index, 
serum uric acid, serum HDL- cholesterol, serum non- 
HDL cholesterol, arterial hypertension, diabetes, 
chronic renal disease, smoking habit, alcohol con-
sumption, and use of lipid- lowering drugs), were used 
to search for an association between triglycerides as 
a continuous variable and cardiovascular events. We 
tested the interactions of triglycerides with sex, dia-
betes, arterial hypertension, and ethanol intake by in-
corporating corresponding interaction terms in the 
analysis. HRs with 95% CIs were produced. The null 
hypothesis was rejected for values of P<0.05.

Univariate Prognostic Cutoff Values

The ROC curves method was used to search for prog-
nostic cutoff of triglycerides for cardiovascular events in 
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the whole database. The De Long et al method23 was 
used. Ratio of cases in the positive group (prevalence), 
sensitivity, and specificity were calculated. ROC curve 
was generated in the whole database, and a prognostic 
cutoff value was identified as the curve point nearest to 
100% of axis of the ordinates.24 In practical terms, this was 
made by identifying the triglycerides value associated 
to the highest values of the sum sensitivity+specificity. 
Youden’s index25 defined for all points of ROC curves 
was used as a criterion for selecting the optimum cut-
off. The cutoff point identified is the value corresponding 
with maximum of the Youden index J=max[Sei+SPi−1], 
where Sei and SPi are the sensitivity and specificity over 
all possible threshold values. The AUC was also shown 
for each ROC curves analysis.26 The significance of 
AUC is tested using the Wald test statistic (Z statistic). 
In sensitivity analysis, we also validated the ROC curves 
in the survival models,27 namely the integrated time- 
dependent AUC and the designated ROC curves, and 
the AUC at 15 and 20 years of follow- up.

Validation of the Conventional and Prognostic 
Cutoff Values and HR of Being Over Cutoff

The conventional (≥150 mg/dl) and the prognostic 
(identified by mean of the ROC curve) cutoff values of 
triglycerides were used as independent variables in 
separate multivariable Cox proportional hazards re-
gression models adjusted for the confounders already 

identified, having combined cardiovascular events as 
time- to- event dependent variable in the whole da-
tabase. A cutoff value identified via the ROC curves 
method was considered as valid if accepted in the 
model being the null hypothesis rejected, otherwise it 
was considered a false cutoff. The corresponding HRs 
with 95% CI were obtained. The conventional (≥150 mg/
dL) and prognostic validated cutoff values were used 
in the whole database to stratify combined cardiovas-
cular events in descriptive analysis and for generating 
outcome curves according to the Kaplan–Meier non-
parametric estimator of limit product. Log- rank tests 
were used to assess differences between curves.

RESULTS
Descriptive Statistics
The general characteristics of the 14 189 subjects 
are shown in Table 1, also showing men and women 
separately. Very few participants (3.8%) were on lipid- 
lowering therapy. Triglyceride was nonnormally distrib-
uted in the whole database with a median triglyceride 
level of 110 (25th–75th percentile 80–154) (Figure 1).

During 139 375 person- years of follow- up, 1601 
participants experienced cardiovascular events (11.4 
per 1000 age- adjusted person- years), 747 men (12.1 
per 1000 age- adjusted person- years) and 854 women 
(11.0 per 1000 age- adjusted person- years).

Table 1. General Characteristics of the Study Participants Also Showing Sex Stratification

Variables Whole database (n=14 189) Female sex (n=7912) Male sex (n=6277) P values between sexes

Triglycerides, mg/dL 128.9 (77.5) 125.0 (71.8) 133.8 (84.0) 0.008

Age, y 59.1 (15.3) 59.3 (15.2) 58.8 (14.8) 0.003

Body mass index, kg/m2 26.7 (4.3) 26.7 (4.6) 26.6 (3.9) 0.06

Waist circumference, cm 88.9 (12.5) 84.7 (12.4) 93.9 (10.7) <0.0001

Systolic BP, mm Hg 144.3 (24.6) 144.6 (25.5) 144.1 (23.4) 0.24

Diastolic BP, mm Hg 84.6 (12.7) 84.6 (13.1) 84.7 (12.2) 0.58

Heart rate, bpm 71.2 (11.4) 72.3 (10.8) 69.8 (11.9) <0.0001

Serum creatinine, mg/dL 0.93 (0.23) 0.89 (0.23) 0.98 (0.21) <0.0001

Serum glucose, mg/dL 99.2 (25.6) 99.1 (27.1) 99.3 (23.5) 0.67

Serum uric acid, mg/dL 4.96 (1.41) 4.69 (1.33) 5.30 (1.42) <0.0001

Total cholesterol, mg/dL 216.3 (38.7) 218.1 (38.6) 213.9 (38.7) <0.0001

HDL cholesterol, mg/dL 53.4 (15.0) 55.4 (15.4) 50.7 (14.0) <0.0001

Non- HDL cholesterol, mg/dL 162.9 (39.2) 162.7 (39.0) 163.2 (39.4) 0.37

Smoking habit (yes, %) 35.2 24.2 49.1 <0.0001

Ethanol intake (yes, %) 62.4 58.3 67.6 <0.0001

Diabetes (yes, %) 10.0 10.2 9.7 0.38

Hypertension (yes, %) 65.4 65.6 65.1 0.50

Chronic kidney disease (yes, %) 21.1 22.4 19.5 <0.0001

Antihypertensive use (yes, %) 35.1 35.4 34.8 0.51

Lipid- lowering drugs (yes, %) 3.8 3.7 4.0 0.33

Continuous variables are expressed as mean (SD). Categorical variables are in %. BP indicates arterial blood pressure; and HDL, high- density- lipoprotein.
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Power analysis showed that the minimum sample 
size required (positive and negative groups together) 
was 1566 subjects. Therefore, the number of sub-
jects in the database (n=14 189) represented a sample 
largely sufficient to avoid β error.

Multivariable Analysis
Preliminary Cox models having combined cerebro-
vascular events as dependent variable showed that, 
in the whole cohort, log transformed triglyceride as a 
continuous variable was a significant predictor of car-
diovascular events (HR, 1.173 [95% CI, 1.035–1.330], 
P=0.01) with significant confounding factors age, body 
mass index, serum HDL cholesterol, serum uric acid, 
diabetes, arterial hypertension, alcohol consumption, 
and use of lipid- lowering drugs (Table 2). Four interac-
tion terms were tested (triglyceride × sex, triglyceride × 
diabetes, triglyceride × arterial hypertension, triglycer-
ide × ethanol intake). Only triglycerides × diabetes was 
significant when included in the model (P=0.017; HR, 
1.329 [95% CI, 1.051–1.680]).

Search for Prognostic Cutoff Value of 
Triglycerides
ROC curve furnished plausible univariate cutoff value 
of triglyceride (>89 mg/dL [95% CI, 75.8–103.3], sen-
sitivity 76.6, specificity 34.1) as prognostic cutoff value 
for cardiovascular events. When the conventional 
triglyceride value of 150 mg/dL is considered, the 

sensitivity and specificity parameters are 33.0 and 74.3, 
respectively (Figure 2 and Table 3). In sensitivity anal-
ysis, the integrated time- dependent AUC was 0.569 
(95% CI, 0.561–0.578; Z statistic 9.521, P<0.0001 for 
null hypothesis, AUC=0.50), and each time- dependent 
AUC was 0.574 for 15 years of follow- up and 0.601 for 
20 years.

Figure 1. Distribution of baseline serum triglycerides in the whole database.

Table 2. Cox Model for Combined Cardiovascular Events 
Using Serum Triglycerides as a Continuous Independent 
Variable in the Whole Cohort (n=14 189)

Independent variables HR 95% CI P value

Serum triglycerides, mg/dL 1.173 1.035–1.330 0.01

Age, y 1.061 1.056–1.067 <0.0001

Sex (1=men, 0=women) 1.025 0.919–1.144 0.66

Body mass index, kg/m2 0.970 0.957–0.982 <0.0001

HDL cholesterol, mg/dL 0.992 0.989–0.996 <0.0001

Non- HDL cholesterol, mg/dL 0.999 0.998–1.001 0.44

Serum uric acid, mg/dL 2.047 1.681–2.492 <0.0001

Diabetes (1=yes, 0=no) 1.908 1.689–2.156 <0.0001

Hypertension (1=yes, 0=no) 1.469 1.281–1.684 <0.0001

Chronic kidney disease 
(1=yes, 0=no)

0.910 0.808–1.025 0.12

Smoking (1=yes, 0=no) 1.051 0.936–1.180 0.40

Ethanol (1=yes, 0=no) 1.380 1.216–1.566 <0.0001

Lipid- lowering drugs (1=yes, 
0=no)

0.621 0.477–0.809 <0.001

HDL indicates high- density- lipoprotein; and HR, hazard ratios.
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Validation of Conventional and Prognostic 
Cutoff Values and HRs of Being Over 
Cutoff
The conventional (≥150 mg/dL) and the identified by 
the ROC curve (≥89 mg/dL) cutoff values of triglyceride 
were both accepted as predictors in separate multi-
variable Cox regression models, adjusted for the con-
founders already identified, demonstrating that being 
over the cutoff values led to higher risk with the HR 
1.150 (95% CI, 1.021–1.295, P=0.02) and HR 1.211 
(95% CI, 1.063–1.378, P=0.004), respectively (Table 4 
and 5). Kaplan–Meier curves after stratification accord-
ing to cutoff values of triglyceride are shown in Figure 3. 
The curves of subjects having triglyceride ≤cutoff and 
triglyceride >cutoff were clearly separate both for con-
ventional (150 mg/dL) and prognostic (89 mg/dL) cutoff 
values.

DISCUSSION
First, the results of this present analysis confirm that, in 
a large sample with a long follow- up, fasting triglyceride 
is an independent risk factor for cardiovascular events. 
Adjusting for factors associated with both cardiovascu-
lar events and triglyceride such as diabetes, body mass 
index, alcohol use, and HDL and non- HDL cholesterol 
attenuated but did not fully account for the associa-
tion between triglycerids and cardiovascular events. 
This is consistent with a series of studies showing a 
positive association of incident cardiovascular events 
with triglyceride both fasting and nonfasting; in particu-
lar 3 large meta- analyses provided adjusted odds ratio 
values ranging from 1.57 (95% CI, 1.10–2.24) to 1.80 
(95% CI, 1.49–2.19) when individuals with triglycerides 
in the top tertile were compared with those with tri-
glycerides in the bottom tertile.28–31 Unlike our study, 
a number of studies have found that the association 
between triglycerides and cardiovascular risk is atten-
uated once adjusted for other lipid parameters, includ-
ing HDL- C and non- HDL- C. An analysis conducted by 
the Emerging Risk Factors Collaboration (n=302 430) 
demonstrated that the HR for coronary heart disease 
as a result of elevated triglyceride was 1.37 (95% CI, 
1.31–1.42) when adjusted for non- lipid factors and be-
came nonsignificant (0.99 [95% CI, 0.94–1.05]) when 
adjusted for HDL cholesterol and non- HDL cholesterol 
(0.99 [95% CI, 0.94–1.05]).12 Elevated triglyceride levels 
are closely associated with higher levels of non- HDL 
cholesterol and low levels of HDL cholesterol32 and this 
may explain why this association is weakened after ad-
justment for these parameters.

Figure 2. ROC curves of combined cardiovascular events.
95% CIs are shown (thin lines). The black point corresponds to 
the criterion >89 mg/dL (sensitivity 76.6, specificity 34.1) and the 
red point corresponds to the criterion >150 mg/dL (sensitivity 
33.0, specificity 74.3). AUC indicates area under the curve; and 
ROC, receiver- operator- characteristic;  P, P value of the null 
hypothesis AUC=0.5.

Table 3. ROC Curve Parameters of the Cutoff Value 
for Combined Cardiovascular Events in a Regional 
Community- Based Cohort of 14 189 Subjects

Cutoff >89 mg/dL >150 mg/dL

Youden index (CI) 0.1064 (0.0772–0.1233) …

Sensitivity% (CI) 76.6 (74.4–78.6) 33.0 (30.7–35.4)

Specificity% (CI) 34.1 (33.2–34.9) 74,29 (73.5–75.0)

Table 4. Hazard Ratios of the Variable “Over Cutoff 
Value of Serum Triglycerides (≥150 mg/dL)” for Combined 
Cardiovascular Events in the Whole Database

Independent variables HR 95% CI P value

Specific cutoff of triglycerides 
(≥150 mg/dL)

1.150 1.021–1.295 0.02

Age, y 1.062 1.057–1.068 <0.0001

Sex (1=men, 0=women) 1.028 0.921–1.146 0.63

Body mass index, kg/m2 0.968 0.956–0.981 <0.0001

HDL cholesterol, mg/dL 0.992 0.989–0.996 <0.0001

Non- HDL cholesterol, mg/dL 0.999 0.998–1.001 0.72

Serum uric acid, mg/dL 2.005 1.650–2.436 <0.0001

Diabetes (1=yes, 0=no) 1.935 1.727–2.183 <0.0001

Hypertension (1=yes, 0=no) 1.317 1.141–1.523 0.0002

Chronic kidney disease (1=yes, 
0=no)

0.838 0.740–0.949 0.005

Smoking (1=yes, 0=no) 1.047 0.936–1.175 0.44

Ethanol (1=yes, 0=no) 1.444 1.270–1.638 <0.0001

Statin use (1=yes, 0=no) 0.598 0.458–0.779 <0.0001

HDL indicates high- density- lipoprotein; and HR, hazard ratios.
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No significant interaction was found according to 
sex. This finding suggests that the risk associated 
with increasing triglycerides was similar in men and 
women, excluding the need to identify different cut-
offs of triglycerides by sex for a better risk prediction. 
Other observational data have demonstrated that tri-
glycerides are more strongly associated with CVD risk 
in women than men. However, importantly, in both 
men and women, increasing triglycerides were asso-
ciated with increased CVD risk even among those with 
triglycerides well below 150 mg/dL.33

In the past 25 years, other authors have demon-
strated a lower cut- point for triglycerides (100 mg/dL) to 

be associated with increased risk of primary and sec-
ondary cardiovascular events.34–36 In the present study, 
the prognostic cutoff value of triglycerides able to identify 
the subjects at risk of developing cardiovascular events 
was 89 mg/dL in the whole cohort: being over the cutoff, 
significantly led to HR >1 of developing a cardiovascu-
lar event. Therefore, our findings expand the role of tri-
glycerides in predicting cardiovascular risk. Guidelines 
acknowledge that a fasting triglyceride level of <150 mg/dL 
is desirable.4,37 Indeed, the American Heart Association/
American College of Cardiology/multisociety cholesterol 
guideline recommended the use of elevated triglycerides 
as a “risk- enhancing factor” in primary cardiovascular pre-
vention and recommended optimizing diet and lifestyle 
as the first step. Emphasis on weight loss (5%–10% re-
duction in body weight) through healthy diet and physical 
activity (at least moderate 150 min/wk or vigorous 75 min/
wk) can substantially lower triglycerides levels by 20% 
to 50%. A healthy dietary pattern includes lean protein, 
fish, fresh fruits and vegetables, legumes, avoidance of 
refined foods with high glycemic index and added sugars, 
and restriction of alcohol intake.36 If elevated triglyceride 
or non- HDL- C levels remain following aggressive life-
style intervention and statin therapy, guidelines recom-
mend the use of triglycerides- lowering agents.4,37,38 The 
JELIS (Japan EPA Lipid Intervention Study) trial and the 
REDUCE- IT (Reduction of Cardiovascular Events With 
Icosapent Ethyl–Intervention Trial) trial used icosapent 
ethyl, a prescription grade purified eicosapentaenoic 
acid.39,40 The JELIS trial looked at more than 18 000 indi-
viduals and showed that eicosapentaenoic acid reduced 
major coronary events by 19% compared with the control 
group.39 The REDUCE- IT trial included more than 8000 
patients with CVD or diabetes with additional cardiovas-
cular risk factors.40 All participants were on statins with 

Table 5. Hazard Ratios of the Variable “Over Cutoff 
Value of Serum Triglycerides (≥89 mg/dL)” for Combined 
Cardiovascular Events in the Whole Database

Independent variables HR 95% CI P value

Specific cutoff of triglycerides 
(≥89 mg/dL)

1.211 1.063–1378 0.004

Age, y 1.062 1.057–1.068 <0.0001

Sex (1=men, 0=women) 1.028 0.921–1.146 0.62

Body mass index, kg/m2 0.968 0.956–0.981 <0.0001

HDL cholesterol, mg/dL 0.992 0.989–0.996 <0.0001

Non- HDL cholesterol, mg/dL 0.999 0.998–1.001 0.54

Serum uric acid, mg/dL 1.993 1.639–2.423 <0.0001

Diabetes (1=yes, 0=no) 1.942 1.719–2.193 <0.0001

Hypertension (1=yes, 0=no) 1.318 1.141–1.523 0.0002

Chronic kidney disease (1=yes, 
0=no)

0.838 0.740–0.949 0.005

Smoking (1=yes, 0=no) 1.051 0.936–1.180 0.40

Ethanol (1=yes, 0=no) 1.442 1.270–1.638 <0.0001

Statin use (1=yes, 0=no) 0.595 0.456–0.777 <0.0001

HDL indicates high- density- lipoprotein; and HR, hazard ratios.

Figure 3. Kaplan–Meier survival curves for combined cardiovascular events for the identified 
cutoff value of triglycerides 89 mg/dL (A) and the conventional cutoff value of triglycerides 150 
mg/dL (B).
Trends of subjects having serum triglycerides > cutoff (blue line) and <cutoff (red line) are shown. Numbers 
of subjects at risk are shown in the 2 footnotes. Values of P indicate statistical difference vs reference.
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LDLs below 100 mg/dL and triglycerides between 135 
and 499 mg/dL (with a mean triglyceride level of 216 mg/
dL). The patients were randomly assigned to icosapent 
ethyl 4 g daily or mineral oil. The composite cardiovascu-
lar end point was reduced by 25% over ≈5 years, with a 
number needed to treat of 21.

The main strength of the study described here is to 
have determined on a large Italian nationwide database 
with a long- lasting follow- up a clear prognostic cutoff 
of triglycerides, identified by the ROC curves methods 
and validated in multivariate models, able to identify 
subjects at higher cardiovascular risk. Further, if a test is 
used for the purpose of screening in an epidemiological 
context, then a cutoff value with a higher sensitivity and 
negative predictive value must be considered.41 The 
limitations are represented by the fact that data are par-
tially derived from a selected sample of patients referred 
by general practitioners to specialized centers, an un-
derestimation of morbid events is quite likely as in other 
cohort studies, the design was fit to demonstrate an as-
sociation but not a causality in the relationship between 
triglycerides and cardiovascular events, based on the 
univariate ROC curve, there is a large trade- off between 
sensitivity and specificity, and the analysis was based on 
a single triglycerides measurement without taking into 
consideration the dilution bias. A recent paper based 
on 15 792 study participants from the Atherosclerosis 
Risk in Communities and Framingham Offspring stud-
ies, using fasting triglyceride measurements across 
multiple exams over time, showed that the average of 
several triglyceride readings provided incremental im-
provements for the prediction of CVD relative to a sin-
gle triglyceride measurement.33 However, regardless 
of the method of measurement, higher triglycerides 
were associated with increased CVD risk, even at lev-
els previously considered “optimal” (<150 mg/dL). On 
the other hand, the collected database represents the 
largest number of Italian cases ever collected, and to 
our knowledge there is none more representative of the 
Italian situation. Furthermore, the present analysis was 
limited to Italian people and its results cannot be directly 
applied to other ethnicities. Validation of prediction re-
quires testing in an independent data set as running 
analyses in the same data set will yield stronger associ-
ations than in an independent data set. Consequently, 
further studies are needed to confirm that the thresh-
olds of triglycerides emerging from our analyses are 
valid also in general populations and in other ethnicities.

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the Working Group on Uric Acid 
and Cardiovascular Risk of the Italian Society of 
Hypertension confirmed that, after adjusting for poten-
tial confounders, a lower than conventional prognostic 

cutoff of triglycerides able to separate subjects at risk 
of developing cardiovascular events can be identified in 
an Italian cohort.
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